27 AUGUST 2021

Response to draft Delegated Regulation
supplementing Directive 2014/53/EU
Introduction
DIGITALEUROPE appreciates the opportunity to provide its feedback to the
European Commission’s draft Delegated Regulation under Arts 3(3)(d)–(f) of the
Radio Equipment Directive (RED).
In the following comments we expand on:
The scope of application, particularly with respect to the definition of
‘wearable device’;
The applicability of Art. 3(3)(d); and
The necessary period for the delegated act’s entry into application.
This response builds on our previous contributions in the context of the Expert
Group on Radio Equipment.1
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Scope
Internet-connected devices
We welcome improvements made in the draft, such as the updated definition of
‘internet-connected radio equipment.’ With this terminology, devices that could
potentially present cybersecurity risks are sufficiently covered.
However, the use of ‘can’ still appears to capture misuse of equipment beyond
what the manufacturer can foresee, which goes beyond Art. 17 RED and the
intended use described in the instructions available to the end user.

Proposed changes to Art. 1(1)
The essential requirement set out in Article 3(3), point (d), of Directive
2014/53/EU shall apply to any radio equipment that can is intended to
communicate itself over the internet, whether it communicates directly or via any
other equipment (‘internet-connected radio equipment’).

Radio equipment designed or intended exclusively for
childcare
We welcome the removal of ‘child device.’ However, the term ‘childcare’ is
equally ambiguous, with the restriction ‘exclusively’ also open to interpretation.
We urge again that devices that pose most risks are already covered by the
categories of ‘internet-connected device’ and ‘wearable device,’ and that we see
no need to expand the definition for toy devices.

Proposed changes to Art. 1(2)(b)
(b) radio equipment designed or intended exclusively for childcare;

Wearable devices
A wider scope to all radio equipment designed or intended, whether exclusively
or not exclusively, to be worn on, strapped to, or hung from any part of the
human body or any clothing seems disproportionate to the identified risks.
While the roadmap pointed out that GPS trackers for kids were an issue as data
could be intercepted via the internet, the case study was focused on smart
watches and activity trackers. Other wearables (e.g. a small music player
attached to clothes, digital cameras strapped around the neck) do not constantly
process activity data, health status or communication messages.
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Therefore, the delegated act text should revert to the narrower and more
restrictive definition put forward in EG RE (09)05r01.

Proposed changes to Art. 1(2)(d)
(d) radio equipment designed or intended, whether exclusively or not
exclusively, to be worn on, strapped to, or hung from any of the following:
(i) any part of the human body, including the head, neck, trunk, arms,
hands, legs and feet;
(ii) any clothing, including headwear, hand wear and footwear, which is
worn by human beings;

Applicable RED articles
Art. 3(3)(d)
Cybersecurity is a moving target, with new vulnerabilities discovered every day
even after placement on the market. For this reason, post-market obligations for
cybersecurity management are not comparable with current practice with respect
to other radio requirements, such as output power and EMC disturbance, which
are relatively stable and measurable.
This cannot easily be tackled by a delegated act under an existing directive, and
more legal guidance is required before activating this article in particular.
In line with the better regulation objectives, the potential activation of Art. 3(3)(d)
should be accompanied by its own impact assessment. We would like to
underline that the provisions of Art. 3(3)(d) have not been covered explicitly in the
impact assessment. Industry feedback, as a consequence, did not provide
specific input regarding this very relevant article.
Art. 3(3)(d) is more related to quality of service, as opposed to the requirements
under Arts 3(3)(e) and (f), and the impact of its introduction as well as its
relationship with the other two articles was not sufficiently assessed.
Applying ‘harming the network’ beyond the domain of radio communication,
which is the scope of the RED, is a significant extension of the RED and creates
considerable uncertainty as to how conformity of this article may be assessed.
We recommend limiting the interpretation of ‘network’ in Art. 3(3)(d) to apply
specifically to the radio network.
The combination of the very broad definition of internet-connected devices and
the broadly formulated requirements contained in Art. 3(3)(d) leads to an
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impossible task of proving that no misuse can occur, both for manufacturers and
for the relevant authorities.
As an example, the delegated act would require that laptops must prevent
misuse of the network – any sending of malicious or unproductive packets –
while the best cybersecurity today cannot achieve this on a general-purpose
machine.
Art. 3(3)(d) has been developed with a view to ensuring radio network protection
rather than internet cybersecurity. For such requirements, risk mitigation should
be considered rather than defining absolute requirements.
DIGITALEUROPE stresses again that, while we support the need for
cybersecurity requirements for products, this should not be achieved by an
erroneous activation of the RED, in particular Art. 3(3)(d), and should instead be
achieved through more appropriate and coherent horizontal legislation under the
New Legislative Framework (NLF), which the Commission itself has announced
as upcoming.2

Proposed change to Art. 1(1)
delete
We recommend conducting a detailed impact assessment on Art. 3(3)(d) first.
We understand that most stakeholders are of a different opinion. Should the
Commission opt not to delete this article, we strongly recommend the inclusion of
a recital aiming to prevent contradictions once the planned horizontal legislation
comes into force:
(20) Preventing ambiguity in legal requirements on cybersecurity is of great
importance for the effectiveness of Union legislation. Therefore, once more
comprehensive Union harmonised legislation on cybersecurity enters into
force (as announced in ‘The EU's Cybersecurity Strategy for the Digital
Decade, JOIN(2020) 18 final’), conformity with such legislation should be
deemed sufficient for meeting the requirements of this Regulation.

Date of applicability
As evidenced by the input documents from the European standardisation
organisations (ESOs) ETSI and CEN-CENELEC during the Expert Group
meeting of February 2021, the timeframe for adopting harmonised standards is
unrealistic:

2

JOIN(2020) 18 final.
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ESOs cannot make reasonable preparation work to identify the
requested appropriate HENs for RED containing the right set of verifiable
requirements within the expected very short time frame (24 months), and
for industry to implement the resulting products.3
it appears that the suggested of 18-24 months does not appear practical
for the ESOs to deliver harmonised standards.4
In addition, the REDCA, the sectoral group of notified bodies under the RED,
indicated that it will be difficult to assess an excessive number of products
according to the new essential requirements in case no harmonised standards
are available on time.
As harmonised standards are a key tool under the NLF to allow manufacturers to
place their equipment on the single market, adequate time needs to be given to
the ESOs to adopt good-quality standards.
DIGITALEUROPE appreciates that Recital 18 of the draft delegated act mentions
that ‘[e]conomic operators should be provided with a sufficient time to proceed
with the necessary adaptations to classes or categories of radio equipment.’ The
above statements from the key stakeholders indicate that the standardisation
process cannot be achieved in 24 months. In addition to the standardisation
work, manufacturers need at least 18 months after the relevant harmonised
standards are cited in the Official Journal of the European Union (OJEU) to
implement the technical requirements defined in the standard.
In a spirit of compromise, DIGITALEUROPE believes that a date for entry into
application should be 42 months after entry into force of the delegated act. This
timeframe will strike the right balance between manufacturers’ obligations and
the urgency stemming from the EU’s Cybersecurity Strategy.
Should the Commission nevertheless proceed with the 30-month period, we
strongly request that the scope of the standardisation request be limited to
minimum baseline requirements only, as was also supported by several Member
States.5 This would be needed in order to avoid disruption of the single market at
the time the delegated act applies.

Proposed change
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EG RE (09)10.
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See EG RE (02)05r1.
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It shall apply from … [OP please insert the date = 30 42 months after the date of
entry into force of this Regulation].

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Alberto Di Felice
Director for Infrastructure, Privacy and Security
alberto.difelice@digitaleurope.org / +32 471 99 34 25

Zoey Stambolliu
Policy Officer for Digital Infrastructure
zoey.stambolliu@digitaleurope.org / +32 498 88 63 05
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